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double domination stable graphs upon edge removal - double domination stable graphs 159 note that
all γ− ×2-stable graphs are γ − ×2-semi-stable. we beginwith someexamplesinsection2. theninsection3, we
givea necessary roman domination stable graphs upon edge-addition - roman domination stable graphs
upon edge-addition 1mustapha chellali∗ and 2nader jafari rad 1lamda-ro laboratory, department of
mathematics university of blida. on the roman domination stable graphs - discussionesmathematicae
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and nader jafari rad domination subdivision stable fuzzy graph - acadpubl - graphs. yamuna.m and
karthika.k [10] discussed domination subdivision stable yamuna.m and karthika.k [10] discussed domination
subdivision stable dominating set when we subdivide any strong arc ofg. total domination node critical
and stable fuzzy graphs - total domination node critical and stable fuzzy graphs r. jahir hussain1 and s.
ameena banu2 1pg and research department of mathematics, jamal mohamed college (autonomous), edge
stability in secure graph domination - halria - the secure domination number of gis the cardinality of a
smallest secure dominating set of g. a graph gis p-stable if the largest arbitrary subset of edges whose
removal from gdoes not increase the secure semi global cototal domination upon edge addition stable
... - domination edge addition stable, stable for short, if addition of any edge to g does not change the semi
global cototal domination number. on the other hand, a graph g is said to be semi global cototal domination
edge global domination stable graphs - digital commons - abstract global domination stable graphs by
elizabeth harris a set of vertices s in a graph gis a global dominating set (gds) of gif s is a dominating set for
both gand its complement g. dominating 2-broadcast in graphs: complexity, bounds and ... domination in graphs have played an essential role in the modeling and resolution of this type of issues, since
this concept was originally de ned in the late fties [1] and named in the early sixties [20]. double domination
critical and stable graphs upon vertex ... - discussionesmathematicae graphtheory32(2012) 643–657
doi:10.7151/dmgt.1633 double domination critical and stable graphs upon vertex removal 1 soufiane khelifi
total domination dot critical and dot stable graphs a ... - total domination dot critical and dot stable
graphs by stephanie mcmahon two vertices are said to be identi ed if they are combined to form one vertex
whose neighborhood is the union of their neighborhoods. a graph is total domination dot-critical if identifying
any pair of adjacent vertices decreases the total domination number. on the other hand, a graph is total
domination dot-stable if ... global domination upon edge addition stable graphs - international journal of
computer applications (0975 – 8887) volume 43– no.19, april 2012 25 global domination upon edge addition
stable graphs total domination dot-stable graphs - core - 1054
s.a.rickett,t.w.haynes/discreteappliedmathematics159(2011)1053–1057 fig. 1.
dottingexample(thedarkenedverticesrepresentγ t-setsoftherespectivegraphs). protein sequence safe
transfer using graph operation - satisfies the property, then the graph is said to domination dot stable
graphs [13]. in all figures figure. 2. example of no / some / all edges are contractible. - represent a vertex that
belongs to d. - represent a vertex that belongs to v – d. international journal of bioinformatics and biomedical
engineering vol. 2, no. 3, 2016, pp. 46-50 48 in fig. 2, in all three graphs, black color ... independent
domination in graphs: a survey and recent results - in this paper, we o er a survey of selected recent
results on independent domination in graphs. keywords: independent dominating. ams subject classi cation:
05c69 1 introduction an independent dominating set in a graph is a set that is both dominating and independent. equivalently, an independent dominating set is a maximal independent set. independent
dominating sets have been studied ...
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